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Feasibility study 55 Degrees North has been carried out by Tomelilla
municipality in collaboration with Kåseholm Castle and Matrånen Österlen
and took place between February and October 2020. Matrundan Österlen
participated in the first half of the project. The project has been cofinanced by the European Regional Development Fund. Read more at
www.tomelilla.se/55n
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Introduction
Skåne is a prominent food and drink region. Rich in creative
operators, raw materials, food companies, research and
collaborations on food. Tomelilla municipality and Österlen
are teeming with small and large food producers, restaurants
and other culinary destinations, such as the two-star Michelin
restaurant Daniel Berlin, Mandelmanns Trädgårdar, Kivik
Musteri, Äppelmarknaden and Matrundan. The area has good
conditions to take advantage of the growing meal tourism
and at the same time to contribute to the development of the
region.
The idea of a culinary knowledge centre was raised by the
initiators Tomelilla municipality and Kåseholm Castle to
explore the possibility of creating a place with a focus on
sustainability issues, flavours, collaborations and innovation
for people who want to understand food in depth.
Food production is one of the major causes of the negative
changes in the climate, biodiversity and the health of the
planet. Thus, a sustainable food system has a great climate
potential. At the same time, the Nordic region has good
prospects of becoming a world leader in health-promoting
and environmentally sustainable food systems. There is a
great potential to jointly solve societal challenges related to
food and at the same time benefit local food business
owners.

3

Purpose/objectives
The purpose of "Feasibility Study 55 Degrees North" has been to
investigate the conditions for starting a culinary knowledge centre in
Skåne and to explore the potential for more co-operation concerning
food and drink in the area around Tomelilla municipality. The study
also aimed to prepare participating partners, to define the area
strategically and to identify the next step in the process.

Vision
With a culinary knowledge centre, to help solve societal challenges
linked to food and put Skåne on the map globally. To create an
environment where new food ideas are taken further in the form of
cooperation that supports a wide range of local and regional
operators, everything from local food business owners and related
industries, to municipal activities and research and development
operators. A place where growers and food producers, food creators,
innovators, researchers, children and schools meet to drive and create
healthy, sustainable development together.

Method
Through a number of work meetings, workshops, study visits, surveys
and exchanges with a wide range of operators, the feasibility study has
come to a new level. The work has mainly been carried out by the
project's working group with the support of a broad reference group.
The entire school administration in Tomelilla municipality has been
involved in two workshops and study visits. The feasibility study has
worked with students from Master of Applied Cultural Analysis at Lund
University who were given the task of investigating the interest of food
business owners in a culinary knowledge centre.
In the feasibility study, a SWOT analysis was also made based on
discussions, surveys and input from reference persons and interested
parties to capture the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats/challenges of the project
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FÖRSTUDIE – 55 GRADER NORD

BACKGROUND

THE FOOD ECOSYSTEM
FOR THE CULINARY CENTRE
In order to facilitate cooperation and obtain an overall picture of stakeholders, a
stakeholder analysis of the food ecosystem in Skåne has been developed. In the
stakeholder analysis, some particularly inspiring national and international operators
and contacts have also been brought in.

Skåne has a wealth of organisations and
operators, networks and projects related to
food, all of which fulfil different needs. The
study is based on the extensive work already
being done in the field by existing
organisations and initiatives that have laid
the foundation for Skåne as a strong region in
food and sustainability
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BACKGROUND

TARGET GROUPS
FOR THE CULINARY CENTRE
Some of the target groups are both particularly interested in contributing and participating
and are important in helping to solve the societal challenges that the feasibility study
focuses on.

1

FOOD BUSINESS OWNERS
Food producers, food artisans, restaurants and primary producers benefit from
more cooperation and are also an important part of the solution linked to
challenges concerning food and climate.

2

PUBLIC OPERATORS

3

RESEARCHERS AND INNOVATORS

4

THE SCHOOL

5

Public operators such as municipalities, regions and government authorities are also
included in the feasibility study, partly through the purchase and preparation of food
in public kitchens but also the strategic work with the development of the food sector
and the hospitality industry.
Researchers and innovators are important to contributing innovative solutions and
the latest research.
Children and their early connection to food are important to society as a whole.
They are the future and will be our future decision makers, producers, chefs,
researchers and consumers.

NON-PROFIT OPERATORS, FOOD WRITERS, INHABITANTS, etc.
More groups involved in food and sustainability issues are a number of non-profit
organisations, food writers, hobby farmers and food lovers
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THE FOOD SECTOR IS BOTH PART OF THE
SOLUTION AND PART OF THE PROBLEM
IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND CLIMATE
AREA. MUCH REMAINS TO BE DONE TO
CLOSE THE LOOP FOR A MORE CIRCULAR
AND BIO-BASED ECONOMY."
THE FOOD CHAIN IS VULNERABLE WITH
ITS HIGH DEPENDENCE ON TRANSPORT,
FUEL, ENERGY, WATER IMPORTED INPUT
GOODS, REDUCING THE POSSIBILITY OF A
RESILIENT SYSTEM WITH A ROBUST FOOD
PREPAREDNESS."
(Skåne’s food strategy 2030: Smart Mat
(Smart Food)).

BACKGROUND

SUSTAINABLE FOOD
& SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYSTEM
WORLD-LEADING FOOD SYSTEM

THE ROLE OF THE CHEFS

In the report, "Nordic food systems for
improved health and sustainability",
Stockholm Resilience Centre considers
that the Nordic region has good prospects
of becoming a world leader in health
promotion
and
environmentally
sustainable food systems. The researchers
note that in the Nordic countries there
are already dietary guidelines that weigh
together health and environmental
aspects,
high
animal
welfare
requirements, strong and well-functioning
social structures, together with a high
level of innovation and a culture of
cooperation.

The New Nordic Food movement, where
the Nordic Council of Ministers’ focus on
Nordic food has shown how chefs and
the restaurant industry can drive
forward, create interest in and influence
a sustainable food system. With their
creativity, they can create new
innovations and put theory into practice.
With the right skills, chefs have great
potential to be the key role between
producer and consumer.

SUSTAINABLE CULTIVATION
SYSTEMS
Sustainable cultivation systems are
described by Georg Carlsson, researcher
and lecturer in cultivation systems ecology,
at the Department of Biosystems and
Technology at SLU Alnarp (Swedish
University of Agricultural Sciences in
Alnarp), as when we can produce
nutritious food for everyone, without
compromising the resources of future
generations both nationally and globally.
Part of the solution is more plant-based
food products and that some of the major
environmental problems in modern
agriculture are lost in biodiversity and
losses in plant nutrients.

THE

ROLE

OF

FARMERS

One third of Sweden's agricultural
undertakings have been closed down
over the last 25 years. Farmers are
important for the transition. Food
production will play a critical role in the
society of the future. Climate change
will inevitably give farmers new
challenges
and
perhaps
also
opportunities.

”Sustainable cultivation is when we
can produce nutritious food for
everyone, without compromising
the resources of future generations
both nationally and globally”
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”The creation of sustainable
cultivation systems requires the
efforts of many different operators
in society. The system needs to be
changed to make it easy for
consumers to make the right
choice.“
(Georg Carlsson, researcher and lecturer in culture systems ecology in
the Department of Biosystems and Technology at SLU Alnarp)
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BACKGROUND

SOCIETAL CHALLENGES:
LINKED TO FOOD
Skåne's food strategy 2030 - Smart Food describes a number of
societal challenges and solutions linked to food for how food
operators in Skåne can work with these challenges

1

HEALTH

2

CLIMATE & ENVIRONMENT

3

LACK OF SKILLS & SMALL PROFIT MARGINS

Mat och måltider har en direkt koppling till människors hälsa och livskvalité.
Lösningar som föreslås är att skapa positiva möten och en smakupplevelse
som bidrar till hälsa för ung och gammal, boende och besökare. Måltiden
inom offentlig sektor. Testbäddar med nya goda, nyttiga och hälsosamma
grödor. Skapa intresse och medvetenhet kring mat och dess ursprung
genom att involvera barn, möten mellan producenter, kockar och
konsumenter.

There is still a great deal of work to close the cycle to a more circular biobased economy. The food sector can both be part of the solution and part
of the problem in the environmental and climate area. Solutions can be
creating interest and awareness about food, climate, environment and
sustainability issues involving children, meetings between producers, chefs
and consumers. And developing test beds with new, good, useful and
healthy and resilient crops.

Small rural businesses, both primary producers and companies in the tourist
industry, for example, face major challenges with low profit margins, short
seasons, a need for the right skills/labour.
As part of the solution, more local and international cooperation is being
promoted. Food as a reason to travel that can work all year round. Skåne
has good prospects for raw materials, companies, research, innovation
cooperation and political will. The proposal is to create increased interest
and awareness about food in Skåne and to market the area as an attractive
workplace for cutting-edge competence and a hot spot for food experiences
all year round
.
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CURRENT SITUATION ANALYSIS

CURRENT SITUATION DEMAND
“CHILDREN SHOULD BE INFORMED EARLY
ABOUT FOOD, ITS ORIGIN AND IMPACT ON
HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT”

1

Skåne’s food strategy 2030 Smart Food

INDUSTRY
During the spring, five international students in the Master of Applied Cultural
Analysis programme were given the task to investigate the interest of food
business owners in a culinary knowledge centre and collaboration by interviewing
some of Matruntan's member companies. The needs of the companies vary,
cooperation is valued highly at the same time, so many express a lack of time for it.
The MACA students presented two concepts for the feasibility study to take with
them.
1. A culinary hub for local businesses with a focus on a showroom concept
This is mainly aimed at increased sales and more cooperation on local products, with
e.g., pop-up shops in the cities and events with markets during the high season.

2. A culinary workshop centre for local businesses at Kåseholm
This is based on the fact that the businesses in the MACA study have highlighted
training, experience and the exchange of knowledge as important and that it is in line
with the vision that exists for Kåseholm as a place. The idea can be digitally
complemented by webinars and live broadcasts..

In addition to the MACA study, the picture was supplemented by interviews from
three innovative food companies that had come into contact with the feasibility
study. They expressed greater interest and a need for exchanges with research
participants and businesses from other sectors of the food industry in order to find
new ways and ideas.

2

CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE

3

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

Teaching food and sustainability issues are included in the curriculum for grades 1-9,
including in Home Economics (HKK). Tomelilla municipality currently has no decision
that all schools should work specifically with food, but it is up to the schools. Some
schools that have a more active sustainability profile in Tomelilla municipality are
Brösarp's school which has a clear outdoor profile and works according to the In Rain
and Shine teaching of the Swedish Outdoor Association where experience-based
learning is in focus. Other schools mention that they work with food and cultivation
more sporadically, and then it is often based on the interests and enthusiasm of the
teachers.

Research participants at SLU-Alnarp, POM and NorGen see a need to disseminate
knowledge and curiosity about cultivated diversity and interesting research projects.
One example is the “Green cultural Heritage” brand which sells approximately 90
different plants with cultural historical value. They see opportunities for various
"seed-to-plate" projects in which chefs and restaurants are involved, increasing their
knowledge and involved in the development and matched up with researchers. The
research participants also highlight the need for broader coordination of food
initiatives, so different stages of the food chain are aware of and talk more with one
another
FEASIBILITY STUDY - 55 DEGREES NORTH
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“We believe that collaboration
simply provides more than if each
operator works in isolation. This
gives a better offer and diversity in
Österlen for the visitors”
(Companies in the MACA study)

“We believe that the proximity, location and who
the invitation comes from are of great
importance, especially if part of the purpose is
to network with other local operators. In the
end, companies choose to participate if they
believe that participation will provide clear
added value and if they have confidence in the
organisers. And confidence usually takes time to
build up” (Companies in the MACA study)
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CURRENT SITUATION ANALYSIS

SWOT- STRENGTHS
The entire "green path" from earth
to table (farm to fork)
Fyrpartnerskap: ideella, privata,
offentliga och forskning ökar
kunskapen om odling

Tomelilla is a distinct food municipality
with a long agricultural history.

A wide range of participants:
school, small and large food
companies, research, food-tech,
ecological

Österlen is a strong brand

Kåseholm is an inspiring place with
history

The surrounding area, close to many
relevant participants from all parts of
the food chain

The link with children and the
school, the participants of the
future. Knowledge and involvement
close to parents and associations

Focus on local international interest
and relations (US, Denmark,
Germany))
Sweden high ranking in the
sustainability index
Attractive environments,
Kåseholm/Tomelilla Kåseholm
Inspiring meeting place with
potential for demonstration
cultivation to visit. The value of a
place to visit, show up

SWOT- WEAKNESSES
Unfocused with too many
participants and approaches

Eastern Skåne - distance from
western Skåne/Copenhagen

Unclear ownership - Private or public
knowledge centre

Cultural differences, can be difficult
for other food companies to feel
connected with the location

Kåseholm is not a stationary/close
to a stop

Unclear how the initiative complements
ongoing processes (regional)

SWOT- OPPORTUNITIES
The opportunity to have a place/meeting
point, to communicate to citizens, and all
those who yearn for knowledge in an
accessible and attractive way.
Increase consumer awareness and
knowledge about sustainable food
systems, through display cultivation and
a knowledge centre.
Citizen knowledge with education for
school children, city dwellers, new
arrivals. Knowledge of what is
sustainable food and food experience in
the future
Include public sector. There is no
established place in southern Sweden,
where experiences are met and
exchanged.
To become a bridge between the local
and international exchanges

MATURUM an educational place where
food and drinks from the region are
highlighted for children/schools, private
individuals and tourists
No one today works with food and the
citizen's perspective
The knowledge centre, for culinary
tourism, regional and national initiatives
are missing. Culinary tourism, can reverse
the development between the gaps
between city and country and increase the
proportion of jobs
Many participants = many potential
partners.
Create cooperation between chefs,
producers and other participants in order
to create the conditions for more
sustainable production and new innovative
products.

Create multiple hubs that link to the
culinary knowledge centre
To work with sustainability as a business
concept to increase income and
sustainable products. Gastroentrepreneurship leads to increased
biodiversity
In integration projects, develop new crops
that appeal to a new target group.
Possible to establish interest in food early
in children. A combination of inspiration in
one place and digitally or in more
locations.
Meetings between entrepreneurs,
innovators and researchers to create new
flavours and what consumers want.
Trials with technical solutions, where
technology companies and farmers work
together to find solutions.

SWOT- THREATS
Competition policy from other
companies with existing locations. ”Law
of Jante”
Many similar initiatives network
organisations. Competition with existing
projects and innovation participants.
A lack of and fierce competition for
financing

Project fatigue with already many
networks and projects Difficult for
smaller participants to spend time on
cooperation.

Need to complement existing
initiatives otherwise difficult with
legitimacy.

Disappointments or low confidence in
operating participants (public
participants)
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CURRENT SITUATION ANALYSIS

BEST PRACTICE:
THE CULINARY CENTRE
Globally, the feasibility study has been inspired by, among other things, a number of
operations that are pioneers in meeting various societal challenges. They are very
different organisations, but they share the focus on sustainable production and the
fact that the display operations are located in attractive places that appeal to all
minds. All initiatives are based on clusters of activities focused on sustainable food
that create a ripple effect

STONEBARNS CENTER FOR FOOD
AND AGRICULTURE - ROW 7 SEEDS
An agricultural and education centre
with a focus on health and
sustainable food systems. Close
cooperation with chef and inspiration
Dan Barber and Blue Hill restaurant
and the innovative preprocessing
company Row7 Seeds to develop
new, sustainable and tasty crops.

FARM OF IDEAS
An organic small agricultural activity
dedicated
to
driving
the
development
of
sustainable
agriculture. Wants to promote
dialogue between chefs and farmers
that will lead to changes for the
world food system.

ALICE WATERS EDIBLE SCHOOLYARD
Alice water is a chef and pioneer
in California cuisine and founder of
the Editable School Yard programme
which focuses on healthy food and
knowledge of food origins for school
children

ROSENDAHL TRÄDGÅRD
A biodynamic commercial garden in
Stockholm with the aim of
disseminating
knowledge
and
interest in sustainability issues and
since 2012 conducts an educational
cultivation activity for children "Play,
cultivate, grow".
FEASIBILITY STUDY - 55 DEGREES NORTH
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NORDIC FOOD LAB
Nordic Food Lab was run for several
years as a creative place and
independent
research
lab
concerning food. Linked to it was
also a research blog where chefs,
researchers, gastronomes, growers,
academics and others published
innovative articles about the new
Nordic flavor and food culture

DIFFERENT SCHOOL INITIATIVES
Good examples are "Edible School
Yard", forum for inspiration and
transformation, "Learning food, meal
pedagogy", the “In Rain and Shine”
teaching of the Swedish Outdoor
Association , "Grow young growers"
and "Farmer Time", Pollinate, Sweden,
the Pollination School and “The farmer
in the school” of the Federation of
14
Swedish Farmers.

SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS

OVERALL CONDITIONS FOR A CULINARY CENTRE
“There are clear strengths and
endless possibilities to create a
culinary centre in Tomelilla”
GOOD CONDITIONS
There are many indications that Tomelilla
municipality has good conditions for creating a
culinary knowledge centre and there are almost
endless possibilities.
•
SCOPE OF PARTICIPANTS: The scope of
participants. The place has access to the entire
"green thread" from earth to table (farm to fork).
However, it must be clear what the target groups
should meet on when food and sustainability issues
can mean a lot.
•
GREAT INTEREST: There is an opportunity
and an interest in a four-way partnership: nonprofit, private, public and research increase
knowledge of cultivation and, at the same time,
international links in the project, which takes global
knowledge locally.
•
GOOD LOCATION: The geographical
location is advantageous with Tomelilla and
Österlen as a distinct food municipality and food
region. Kåseholm is a possible attractive location
with several advantages.
However, it must be taken into account that
ownership must be clarified, whether it is public or
private. And that the choice of location must be
made clear and different locations weighed against
one another.

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES
Opportunities that are particularly highlighted and
that motivate a culinary knowledge centre are that
•
There is a desire for cooperation between a
group of operates and described with the possibility
of sharing experiences and knowledge and being
creative with operators they normally do not meet.
A four-way partnership: non-profit, private, public
and research increases knowledge about
cultivation. Both growers and researchers have
shown interest in working more with the consumerrelated actors, chefs from both the restaurant
world and the public kitchens
•
There is also a clear gap and a need to focus
on the citizen and consumer perspective, an area
where little is done today in Skåne.

A culinary knowledge centre located in Tomelilla
could lead to more interaction between
operators in town and country, and interaction
between universities, the industry and public
authorities can help to create movement,
dynamism, change and innovation.

IN LINE WITH STRATEGIES
A commitment to a culinary knowledge centre
can be linked to the EU's objectives and
strategies, mainly through “The Green Deal”. A
culinary knowledge centre could be an excellent
forum for training and campaigns concerning the
global sustainability objective and how we eat
can contribute to sustainable development. Of
the 17 global sustainability objective, 12 can be
linked to food and food production, of which 4
are considered particularly interesting for the
feasibility study.
Objective 2 no hunger
Objective 3 good health and well-being
Objective 12 sustainable consumption
Objective 15 ecosystem and biodiversity
The thoughts are in line with Skåne's food
strategy "Smart Food 2030", and food is also
designated as one of the six specialisation areas
of the innovation strategy FIRS (Skåne Research
and Innovation Council) and the culinary
knowledge centre's ambition is to increase
cooperation between food companies and
research participants in the food sector.
The placement of a centre in south-east Skåne
also contributes to increased regional balance
and the cooperation with innovation participants
contributes to increased availability of support
functions throughout Skåne and strengthened
nodes for innovation support in Skåne's four
corners, as expressed in Skåne's Innovation
Strategy through FIRS.
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SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS

SUMMARY:
NEED FOR A CULINARY CENTRE
IS THERE A NEED?
1. WHAT DOES THE INDUSTRY WANT?
There is an interest from the industry, but it is a
diverse group with different priorities
concerning sustainability and development
work, for example.
The size of the company also affects what
development resources are available. In the
MACA study, collaboration with similar
companies is highlighted as interesting. In other
interviews with the industry, a desire emerged
for a broad collaboration and the desire to
include research participants.
The needs are different, and this means that
there is a challenge in creating a centre that
can attract and include all food companies. The
focus for future work should therefore be on
addressing the wishes of those who express a
desire to cooperate. There is a desire to
participate
in
broad
multi-disciplinary
exchanges of knowledge in order to find
solutions for more sustainable working
methods together with research and
development participants.
Which also offers the opportunity to showcase
one’s own business to potential collaboration
partners. The local and regional industry thus
becomes one of several target groups for a
culinary knowledge centre to continue working
with.

THERE IS INTEREST!

Det är uppenbart att det i närområdet It is
clear that there is no lack of interest,
competence or cooperation partners in a
future culinary knowledge centre in the
surrounding area. The question rather is how
a future centre could work in a way where
the different participants benefit from the
centre instead of experiencing competition
or a new participant disrupting work in
progress

“A culinary centre can meet the
needs of several of the target
groups while helping to solve
common societal challenges”

2. WHAT DO THE RESEARCHERS WANT?
There are many interesting projects on protein
crops and resilient crops linked to the climate
challenges we are facing. There is potential for
more collaborations and a centre with
matching activities that could have helped
participants who do not normally collaborate to
find and learn from one another
3. WHAT WOULD BENEFIT THE SCHOOL?
The school has shown great interest in
continuing to work with food and cultivation as
an educational tool. Access to a culinary
knowledge centre and knowledgeable teachers
in cultivation in the surrounding area is
interesting, but some efforts should also be
made in the school areas. In the next step, or
project, it is important to involve children and
teachers. It would promote the perspective of
children to participate and benefit the
enthusiasts at school who are already involved.
.

...AND A CULINARY CENTRE CAN
STRENGTHEN SKÅNE'S FOOD VISIONS

The conclusion is that the initiative attracts a
number of different operators who see the
potential for cooperation in a number of
different areas. Well organised, a culinary
knowledge centre can help strengthen Skåne's
vision of becoming a region where food is
highly valued and complement and deepen
ongoing initiatives.
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SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATION FOR THE CULINARY CENTRE
“A culinary knowledge centre is a gathering place/platform where
operators from the food industry, schools, universities and industry meet,
exchange experiences, knowledge, and develop concrete proposals on
how to bridge the gap between food and education... meetings between
new and traditional food producers and different operators in the food
industry. It bodes the way for new thoughts, paths and contacts and
provides inspiration and creativity that can contribute to problem solving
(Sara Gelberg, Bonbio)

THE CONCEPT OF A CULINARY
KNOWLEDGE CENTRE?
Tomelilla municipality and Kåseholm have a great
opportunity in the long term to develop a
culinary knowledge centre. The concept has been
discussed in depth and a centre should focus on
sustainability issues, flavor, cooperation and
innovation concerning Nordic food. Some parts of
a business, such as demonstration cultivations,
require a physical location, while other parts of
the concept, such as networking and knowledge
exchanges, do not necessarily do so.
The will, ambition and contacts exist to create a
culinary knowledge centre, but the idea needs to
be developed and matured further to reach the
goal regarding its entirety and choice of
organization, ownership, financing and testing in
order to demonstrate certain collaborative
constellations, etc.

CONTINUED WORK
A first step is to use 55 Degrees North as a
collective name of the partners, as a collective
name for a cluster of initiatives and pilot projects
concerning food and sustainability issues. In
parallel, the forms for a future culinary
knowledge centre are being developed.
Kåseholm can take the leading role and continue
with certain aspects as a private operator, in
collaboration with other companies and
organisations. The owners of Kåseholm Castle
have a vision for their place that they are already
actively working on. Tomelilla municipality can
continue to work as a public participant with
certain ideas, either in cooperation with other
participants or in the form of procured activities.
Tomelilla municipality is keen that the
municipality and participants in the local area
benefit and also wants to work more specifically
with the school based on their needs and
conditions

RECOMMENDED OBJECTIVES
For the continued work towards a future
culinary knowledge centre, common objectives
have been developed by the working group
based on the needs and wishes of the
stakeholders that have emerged during the
feasibility study. Below are suggested goals for
a future culinary knowledge centre. Let these
be leaders in the continued work of setting the
framework for the knowledge centre.

Overall objectives
Contribute to a globally sustainable food
ecosystem. The objective of a culinary
knowledge centre. (Project objectives in a pilot
project): Develop/create a place that actively
promotes a sustainable food ecosystem

Partial objectives (measurable):
1)
Investigate and raise awareness of how
our food is produced and is consumed and its
impact on our society
2)
Increase
collaboration
concerning
locally and sustainably produced food with
respect to social and economic, environmental
values
There are many indications that a future
culinary knowledge centre will contribute to the
regional development that is in demand from a
regional perspective. The objectives and partial
objectives are in line with several regional plans
and strategies such as partial objectives 1-2 in
Smart Food.

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
1.
Develop 55 Degrees North clusters.
2.
Develop the forms of a future culinary
knowledge centre
17
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PROPOSAL 55 DEGREES NORTH
CLUSTERS

1:1

1:2

1:3

CREATE "BOARD OF ADVISORS" 55 DEGREES NORTH
Create a "Board of advisors" as an advisory group in upcoming activities
and pilot projects from the idea stage. The vision for Kåseholm is to create
a centre or hub in the long term that can house innovation participants,
demonstration cultivations, partnerships and events. It may be necessary to
create a new organisation at a later stage (association, foundation or nonprofit-making limited liability company) and then to set up a proper board
for it, a "Board of Directors".
Target group: The participants from the research world, the innovation
system and industry who have so far shown great interest in cooperation
and the long-term idea of setting up a culinary knowledge centre
CREATE “THE BEST OF 55 DEGREES NORTH”
Creating a first pilot project, which will also be the first assignment for the
"Board of advisors" is participating in the selection of participants for the
event "The best of 55 Degrees North". An international food fair where
participants from the Nordic Region/Northern Europe show off their
products. An application will be made for the event and be assessed by a
competent jury according to criteria concerning flavor, innovation and
various aspects of sustainability.
Target audience contributors: The most innovative food creators in the
Nordic Region/Northern Europe. Target audience participants: Food lovers
Link to the sustainability aspects: In connection with the event, not only the
individual food creators will be highlighted, but also how their working
methods and products contribute to different environmental, economic and
social values. This will be a part of the story about “The best of 55 Degrees
North”.
CREATING THE SCHOOL PILOT PROJECT
The wish from the school was to develop pedagogical concepts and test
them together with teachers, school children, landscape architects and
growers. The activities can be physically located in several places, both
outdoors and indoors school grounds in the school's neighbourhood, or
on study visits and excursions to inspiring places. There are also proposals
to work together to create an educational experience path at Kåseholm
suitable for thematic and inspiring excursions for school classes and
teacher groups.
Target group participants: teachers, school children, landscape architects
(possibly students) and local food business owners.
Link to the sustainability aspects: For participating children, it is about
increasing knowledge of where food comes from and how it affects us and
our planet. For teachers, it will be a tool to use in teaching. For landscape
architects and growers, it will be a learning and a unique experience of
working with the child perspective in practice and an opportunity to share
their knowledge with the next generation.

FEASIBILITY STUDY - 55 DEGREES NORTH
-
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SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS

PROPOSAL ACTIVITIES 55 DEGREES
NORTH

1:4

POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES AND METHODS IN THE ACTION PLAN
Possible activities and methods as a future culinary knowledge centre have been
listed for future work, leading to proposed objectives.
- Joint events and exchanges of experience between projects/initiatives
Initiate joint events and create synergies with ongoing projects aimed at food
operators to create an exchange of knowledge.
- A way of working that makes it easy for smaller operators to participate
Create ways of working that make it easier for the broad group of operators to
participate and do not take too much time out of regular work. Among other
things, through reasonable expectations of participation, clear communication
and invitations to understand the value of the meetings. Examples of methods
and activities that work well for the smaller operators are breakfast meetings,
meetings in-house and the opportunity to participate remotely and to participate
in the activities afterwards.
- Network hub and matching
Facilitate a meeting place between operators in sustainability and food, where
different projects can be a result of bringing different parties together. For
example, the connection of Vidinge Grönt Row 7 concerning the cultivation of
Row 7 has crops in Sweden.
-A library of knowledge with a focus on food
Create a collaboration with universities and college students, build a digital
knowledge library that collects inspiring examples and research and make the
extensive research and knowledge about food available, and sustainability issues
Partners: the universities and colleges and the broad invitation to innovation
operators who work on food projects and research projects related to food.
- Opinion-forming
Work with opinion-forming to influence politicians and normal structures while
increasing the cooperation between different target groups. Together, move the
issue forward and discuss challenges and solutions. Activities such as seminars,
"talks", where new networks are developed and different target groups meet.
- Inspiration and the dissemination of knowledge
Let the global impact the local. Through vision and the network, inspire to change
locally. For example, regenerative cultivation. Activities such as study visits,
workshops that pass on knowledge and create more sustainable knowledge.
- Exhibits, demonstration cultivations and test beds
To gather and make knowledge available through demonstration cultivations in a
location that also has the capacity to arrange larger meetings and conferences

FEASIBILITY STUDY - 55 DEGREES NORTH
-
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SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS

PROPOSAL FOR NEXT STEP DEVELOP THE FORMS
OF A FUTURE CULINARY KNOWLEDGE CENTRE

2:1

CREATE FORMS FOR A FUTURE ORGANISATION
A culinary knowledge centre can be run by a new organisation or through a
cooperation agreement between several operators. When selecting a form of
cooperation, it is important that all involved see their role and benefits in it and
how they can be promoted. It is not necessary to create a large organisation with
the support of many member organisations, more operators is not necessarily
better, but the most important thing in this context is that everyone involved
shares the same vision.
At present, no existing organisation has undertaken to run the type of culinary
knowledge centre that is described in this feasibility study, but the business can
be started up bit by bit, by testing different collaborations, methods and activities
and subsequently evaluating the needs. It is a wish from both Tomelilla
municipality and the owners of Kåseholm Castle to continue to collaborate on
this together with the breadth of operators who share our vision and desire to
contribute to a globally sustainable food ecosystem (and increase awareness of
our food's impact on society and collaborate on locally and sustainably produced
food).

FEASIBILITY STUDY - 55 DEGREES NORTH
-
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